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The Four Operations 1. Solve (without a calculator).  

a. 1,035 ÷ 23       b. 492 × 832  

 

2. Solve.  

a. x – 56,409 = 240,021     b. 7,200 ÷ Y = 90    c. N ÷ 14 = 236 

 

 

3. Write an equation to match this model, and solve it.   

 

 

4. Place parentheses into the equations to make them true.  

a. 42 × 10 = 10 – 4 × 70      b. 143 = 13 × 5 + 6  

 

5. Write a single expression (number sentence) for the problem, and solve.  

6. Is 991 divisible by 4? Why or why not? 

 

 

 

A store was selling movies that originally cost $19.95 with a $5 discount. Mia bought five of 
them. What was the total cost? 
 
 
 



8. Write the numbers.  

a. 70 million 16 thousand 90     b. 32 billion 232 thousand  

 

 

9. Estimate the result of 31,933 × 305.  

 

 

10. What is the value of the digit 8 in the number 56,782,010,000?  

 

11. Round these numbers to the nearest thousand, nearest ten thousand, nearest hundred 

thousand, and nearest million. 

 
12. Jack has an 8-ft long board. He cuts off 1/6 of it. How long is the remaining piece, in feet 

and inches?  

 

 

13. A website charges a fixed amount for each song download. If you can download six songs 

for $4.68, then how much would it cost to download ten songs?  

 

 

14. A meal in a fancy restaurant costs three times as much as a meal in the cafeteria. The meal 

in the fancy restaurant costs $36. In a 5-day workweek, Mary ate lunch at the fancy restaurant 

once, and in the cafeteria the rest of the days. How much did she spend on lunch that week?  

 

 



15. A blue swimsuit costs $42 and a red swimsuit costs 5/6 as 

much. How much would the two swimsuits cost together? Mark 

the $42 in the bar model. Mark what is not known with “?”. 

Solve.  

 

 

16. A bag has green and purple marbles. Two-fifths of the marbles are green, and the rest are 

purple.  

a. Draw a bar model for this situation.  

 

 

b. If there are 134 green marbles, how many are purple?  

 

 

17. Karen and Ann share the cost of a DVD that costs $29.90 so that Karen pays 3/5 of it and 

Ann pays 2/5 of it.  

a. Estimate how much each person will pay.  

 

 

b. Find the exact amount of how much each person will pay. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



27. Calculate.  

a. 4.2 − 2.78     b. 71.40 ÷ 5     c. 2.2 × 6.4 

 

 

 

 

28. 

29. 

30. 
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Multiplying Mixed Numbers 

How to find the product of two mixed numbers: 

Find 3~ x 4~. 

Step 1 

Estimate by rounding. 

3~ x 4.1 
3 2 

1 1 
4 x 5 = 20 

Then write each mixed 
number as an improper 
fraction. 

3~ x 4.1 
3 2 

1 1 
11 x ~ 
3 2 

Step 2 

Look for common 
factors and simplify. 

Find each product. Simplify if possible. 

2. 2t x 2i = 

3. 6 x 3t = 4. 1 i x 3t = 

5. 4t x 16 = 6. 1 t x 2~ = 

Step 3 

Multiply. Write the product 
as a mixed number. 

1 
16"2 is close to 20, so the 

answer.is reasonable. 

7 = Number Sense Is 2 x 17% greater than or less than 36? Explain. 
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Name ____________________________________ __ 
Review 

Ratio and Proportion 

You can use ratios to compare two 
quantities. 

2 balloons to' 3 'sticks 

You can write ratios as; 

words 2 to 3 

with a colon 2:3 
2 

as a fraction 3 

18 

A statement that two ratios are equal 
is called a proportion. 

1 balloon 2 balloons 
2 sticks = 4 sticks 

1 1 x 2 2 
:2=2x2=4 

1 2 . rt' 2 = 4 IS a propo, Ion. 

Write each ratio. Use words, a colon, or a fraction. 

1. Write the fatio of squares to circles. 

DODD 
000 

2. The Computer Club has 20 girls 
and 15 boys. Write the ratio of girls 
to boys in the club. 

Tell if the ratios form a proportion. Write yes or no. 

3 9 
3. 4" 12 -;.---

1 2 
4. 39 --

3 6 
5'"6 10 ---

4 8 
6."6 18 --

Complete ea~h table so that all ratios are equal. ' 

8. I ; I I I I 
17 121 1421631 

9./ 4 1 120 I I 
I 5 110 I 150 I 

10. The ratio of ~he width to the length of a painting is 3 to 7. 
If the painting is 42 in. long, how wide is it? 

,11.. The ratio of the number o~ moons the planet Neptune has tq 
the number that Saturn has is 4 to 9. Saturn has 18 moons. 

, How many moons does Neptune have? 



\. 

Fractions, decimals, and percents all name parts of a 
whole. The grid to the right has 72 but of 100 squares 
shaded. 

;-<: 

72 out of 100 are shaded. As a fraction; that is lQ:2o. 
As a decimal, that is 0.72. As a percent, that is 72%. 

Write 40% as a fraction and decimal. 

40% = 1~~ = 0.40 

The decimal point moves two places to 
the left. 

Write 0.47 as a fraction and percent. 

0.47 = 1~O = 47% 

Write each in two other ways. 

1. 2 
10 

3. 7 
10 

5. 16% 

7. 0.04 

Write 0.3% as a fraction and decimal. 

0.3% = ~6~ = 0.003 

The decimal point moves two places to 
the left. FiH in any spaces with zeros. 

Write t as a decimal and percent. 

You can use a proportion: 

3 ~ n 
"4 - 100 
4n _ 300 
4-~ 

n = 75 

So, t = 0.75 =,75%. 

2. 23 
100 

4. 9Y% 

6. 52% 

8. 0.35 

9. Number Sense Sheila got 87% of the problem correct. 
Patrick got '190~ correct. Who scored higher? 
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